SCAPTA Awards Nomination Form - Deadline: April 4, 2016

Please check the box for the award for which you are submitting the nomination.

**Clinical Awards:** For excellence in a clinical specialty.
- □ Butch Buchanan Clinical Excellence Award for a Physical Therapist
- □ Chris Junkins Clinical Excellence Award for a Physical Therapist Assistant

**Service Awards:** To honor members for noteworthy service to SCAPTA and APTA.
- □ Emily Cate Award (for a physical therapist)
- □ Willette McKamey Award (for a physical therapist assistant)

**Student Award:** To acknowledge a PT or PTA student for their noteworthy contributions to SCAPTA, their school and the profession of physical therapy.
- □ Outstanding Student of the Year Award

**Legislative Award:** To acknowledge a member of the SC legislature for noteworthy support of SCAPTA.
- □ Legislator of the Year Award

---

**Eligibility**
- Nominees must be a member of SCAPTA and APTA.
- Have SC PT or PTA license and be practicing in South Carolina.

**Nominations**
- May be submitted by any SCAPTA member.
- Must be submitted in writing using this form.
- Must attach an essay or resume supporting the nomination.

---

**Nominee Name___________________________**
Address: _______________________________
Work Phone: ____________________________________________
E-mail: ________________________________

**Nominator Name:____________________________**
Address: _______________________________
Work Phone: ________________________________
E-mail: ________________________________ APTA Membership#:________________

E-mail this form to: southcarolina@apta.org